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Abstract 
 

    In this paper we use a model with Coasian transaction cost to derive the demand 

curve without explicitly using the concept of utility. We show that when transaction 

cost is reduced due to technological change, institutional improvement, among others, 

the goods demanded will be increased, since their expenditures are lower and 

producers will supply more and better goods to the market. Given utility or pleasure 

in consuming goods, a cost-based, negatively sloped demand function will be derived. 

The law of demand could be based on costs, but these costs must consist of both 

prime cost and transaction cost. Law of demand is therefore more closely related to 

transaction cost than to utility. 
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I. Introduction 

 

   Law of demand is one of the most important theorems in economics. It is usually 

represented by the demand curve derived from consumer’s utility maximization 

problem. Adam Smith knew the concept of utility, but when the law of demand (and 

that of supply) first appeared in the Wealth of Nations, he did not use utility to explain 

how demand and supply work together to obtain the market price. His price theory 

was based on value in exchange rather than value in use, the former being related to 

cost and the latter to utility.1 Using utility to derive demand function was not the idea 

of classical economists such as Smith and Ricardo, but that of Jevons, Menger, and 

Walras in the 1870s.2 In this paper we would like to derive a cost-based theory of the 

law of demand. This does not mean that the utility-based demand theory is wrong. 

Rather, it is still a correct theory of demand if we admit the existence of the concept 

of utility. What we want to do in this paper is to propose a cost-based theory of 

demand such that even if utility does not exist or cannot be properly measured in 

reality, the law of demand is still well-defined. In this sense this paper is a 

complement, not a substitute, of the utility-based theory of demand. 

 

   In addition to Smith and Ricardo, Coase was also skeptic about the idea of utility, 

as he said that “[F]or group of human beings, in almost all circumstances, a higher 

(relative) price for anything will lead to a reduction in the amount demanded. This 

does not only refer to a money price but to price in its widest sense.” (1988, p. 4) and 

“[P]rice theory…does not seem to me to require us to assume that men are rational 

utility maximizers” (p. 5).3 According to these passages, it seems that he tried to base 

the law of demand not on utility but on cost. We share Coase’s idea in this paper. 

 

But to derive a cost-based theory of the law of demand we have to incorporate 

Coasian transaction cost into it. As argued by Smith, consumer’s choice is indeed a 

make-or-buy decision based on the comparison of costs.4 For example, when people 

want to have a cup of coffee, aside from particular preferences, they can make it by 

                                                 
1 As he said: “The word VALUE…sometimes expresses the utility of some particular object, and 
sometimes the power of purchasing other goods which the possession of that object conveys. The one 
may be called ‘value in use;’ the other, ‘value in exchange.’” (1776, Bk. I, Ch. IV) Friedman made it 
clearer: “The classical writers (Smith, Ricardo, etc.)…arrived at a labor cost theory of value, wherein 
utility was regarded as a condition or prerequisite of value but not as a measure of it.” (1976, p. 36) 
2 For a history of the development of utility theory, see Stigler (1950). 
3 Coase once described utility as “a nonexistent entity which plays a part similar, I suspect, to that of 
ether in the old physics.” (1988, p.2) 
4 Smith said: “It is the maxim of every prudent master of a family never to attempt to make at home 
what it will cost him more to make than to buy.” (1776, Bk. IV, Ch. II) 
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themselves or just buy one in the nearby café. The choice would be the one with least 

cost. Assume that this cost can be separated into two parts: prime cost and transaction 

cost. Prime cost consists of the original resources needed to produce the good. 

Transaction costs, as argued by Coase (1988), include at least costs of searching for 

information, bargaining and negotiation, and enforcing contracts. The cost-based 

approach we adopt here is to use the full cost, that is, prime cost plus transaction cost, 

to derive the law of demand, which is consistent with the cost theory of value 

pioneered by Smith and Ricardo. 

 

One example can be used to explain why transaction cost is crucial to deriving the 

demand curve in which utility is not explicitly used. Assume that the prime cost of a 

cup of coffee is one dollar. This consists of the minimum cost of such factors of 

production as coffee bean, labor, and coffee machine, among others, in which the 

coffee could not be made if the producer would not pay this minimum cost of 

production. But the market price of coffee would be higher than the prime cost. This 

is because there are transaction costs, such as costs of retailing and wholesaling, say Z 

dollars, to bring coffee to the market. The price of coffee should be 1+Z dollars in a 

competitive market because these firms could only earn zero economic profits.5 

Without these intermediate firms consumers should spend W more dollars to make it 

by themselves, and the full cost of this home-made coffee is 1+W dollars.6 This 

implies that you should do all things the café would do by yourself: to buy beans and 

coffee machine in the market, and to hire someone in the labor market or employ 

yourself to make the coffee. 

 

The make-or-buy decision is to compare the full cost of making and that of buying, 

or between 1+W and 1+Z dollars. Consumers would choose to make coffee by 

themselves if 1+W<1+Z, or simply W<Z, and to buy one in the market if W>Z. And 

if W=Z, then it makes no difference how you get the coffee. Assume that those people 

who buy coffee in the market are less efficient, or having a lower productivity, in 

making coffee. Perhaps this is because they do not have time, place, machine, or skill 

to make coffee themselves. On the other hand, those who make coffee themselves 

would in general have higher productivity in making coffee because they might have 

a better way doing this. Note that when there are no transaction costs (W=Z=0), as 

assumed in the standard model of perfectly competitive equilibrium, the decisions of 

making and buying coffee are always equivalent because both full costs are equal to 

                                                 
5 What these firms of retailing and wholesaling earn are accounting profits (equal to Z dollars). 
6 There are, of courses, other ways to have a cup of coffee. For example, you can buy a cup of coffee at 
other stores or even vending machines. To avoid unnecessary complication without changing the basic 
arguments in this paper, we simply focus on the make-or-buy example as described above. 
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the one-dollar prime cost, or 1=1! This implies that autarky is as efficient as 

competitive markets are. 

 

As emphasized by Coase (1988), markets exist because they can facilitate the 

transaction between buyers and sellers, bring about division of labor and 

specialization, and reduce the cost of production. But using markets is costly. If it 

were costless, then the market itself would no longer exist. People in such a world 

would provide themselves with everything they want without cooperating and 

transacting with each other. This is a world of autarky where demand is always equal 

to supply with the price of demand being the same with that of supply for all levels of 

output, and both the demand and supply prices would be equal to the prime cost of 

production because there are no transaction costs. In autarky both demand and supply 

curves are horizontal and overlapping with each other.7 On the contrary, when there 

are transaction costs the demand and supply curves could be separated. Markets 

would emerge to facilitate transactions if the cost is less than the benefit of using them. 

The law of demand, together with the corresponding negatively sloped demand curve, 

is therefore closely related to transaction costs in a cost-based theory of demand. 

 

   The paper is organized in the following way. Section II presents the benchmark 

model. Section III illustrates how to use Coasian transaction costs to derive demand 

curves without explicitly using the idea of utility. Section IV concludes. 

 

 

II. A Model with Coasian Transaction Costs 
 

   Friedman (1976, p. 16) had defined that “The demand curve…represents the 

maximum quantities that would be purchased at alternative prices.”, and the demand 

curve could be generated by having “[T]he conditions affecting demand unaltered and 

at the same time to have a maximum of change with respect to the forces affecting 

supply.” (p. 30) In fact, consistent with the argument of Friedman, the empirical or 

statistical demand curve is usually generated by shifting supply curves to identify the 

demand curve. The cost-based theory of demand would do the same thing, where the 

factors affecting supply curves come from changes of the transaction cost in 

production. For example, when transaction cost is reduced through, say, more 

information, better negotiation and bargaining, or more smoothing legal process in 

                                                 
7 This is actually Keynes’s view of Say’s Law: “[S]upply creates its own demand in the sense that the 
aggregate demand price is equal to the aggregate supply price for all levels of output and employment.” 
(1936, pp. 21-22), as shown in Figure 1. What Keynes ignored was that the condition for his view to 
prevail is to assume zero transaction costs. 
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enforcing contracts, the product of the good would increase and the supply curve 

shifts to the right. The intersections of the quantities of the good produced and the 

various supply curves would thus trace out a demand curve. In the following we show 

how this could be done in a simple model of demand with transaction costs. 

 

The cost minimization problem of producers can be described as a two-stage 

problem. At the first stage those who would like to sell coffee in the market should 

learn how to accumulate their expertise in making coffee. Then these professional 

coffee makers use labor and capital to produce the coffee at the second stage. Now 

consumers have more choices because the cost of using coffee market has been 

reduced by the café and the specialized coffee makers.  

 

To introduce Coasian transaction cost into our model let us assume that some 

efforts X are necessary in using markets to produce goods. These efforts include, for 

examples, searching for information, bargaining and negotiating, enforcing the 

contracts, and measuring the quality and quantity of goods. Without loss of generality, 

assume that the efforts of using markets are linearly related to the expertise of 

professional coffee makers, or assume that XAE µ= , where EA  represents the idea 

or expertise a typical professional coffee maker in the market would have in making 

coffee, and 0>µ  is a variable representing the efficiency of using efforts to produce 

the expertise. A larger value of µ  implies that professional coffee makers have 

better expertise such as more information, better knowledge and know-how, better 

skills in making coffee, and so on.  

 

Let the price of efforts be XP , that is, the cost of a unit of efforts in terms of the 

final good. Note that µ/1  is the cost of producing a unit of expertise in terms of 

efforts, so µ/XP  is the cost of producing a unit of market-made goods in terms of 

the final good, which we define as marginal transaction cost ( TC ) of producing 

market-made goods, or µ/X
T PC = . The efforts of using markets are factors of 

production and therefore intermediate goods of producing final goods. They are 

produced by other factors of production such as labor and capital. Assume that this 

production function is Cobb-Douglas: ββ −

=
1

EE LKX , such that we have 

ββµµ −

==
1

EEE LKXA , where EL , EK  are labor and capital devoted to the 

accumulation of expertise, respectively, 10 << β .  
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Firms which want to enter into the extensive margin (say, to start a café) have two 

options: produce the market-made goods by themselves or buy them from other firms 

in the market. If they choose the former they become sellers of the good, and they 

become buyers if they choose the latter. According to Coase (1988), transaction costs 

are the costs involved in using institutions such as markets, firms, and the law. When 

there are no transaction costs the equilibrium condition would require that the price of 

expertise be equal to the discounted sum of profits or net cash flow the expertise will 

generate, as described in Romer (1990). But when there are transaction costs the 

equilibrium arbitrage condition would require that 

 

(1) 
n

n
E

T

rrr
PC

)1(
...

)1(1 2
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+
++

+
+

+
=+
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where EP  is the price of EA , iπ  is the flow of profits generated by the expertise 

(such as license) in the ith period, and n is the duration of the expertise or of the café, 

ni ,...,2,1= . This means that after n periods either the expertise or the café will be out 

of date. Equation (1) indicates that the sum of the discounted profits or net cash flow 

of acquiring new expertise is equal to the full cost of doing so. And the full cost 

includes not only the cost of acquiring the expertise itself, but also the transaction cost 

of protecting and enforcing the property rights of it. 

 

After acquiring the expertise (or license) people have to provide some efforts for 

protecting and enforcing their property rights. The price of doing this is XP , as 

discussed above, and the full cost would be EXEE FAXPAP =+ , where F  is the 

unit full cost of the expertise. When full cost is greater than net cash flow, people 

would have less incentives to learn new skill in making coffee; otherwise they would 

like to learn more. In equilibrium the full cost must be equal to the net cash flow of 

learning the expertise. Note that µT
X CP =  and XAE µ= , so E

T
X ACXP = . This 

implies that EEE
T

E APACFA =− , or simply E
T PCF += . In equilibrium the full 

cost F is obviously the full price of the expertise. 

 

   Now we consider consumer’s problem. Assume that consumers face a Smithian 

make-or-buy decision: to make the good by themselves or to buy it in the market. The 

purpose of consumers is assumed to get the good they want in the least costly way. 

According to the principle of comparative advantage, sellers in the market are usually 

better at producing goods than buyers. Because using markets is costly, buyers should 

pay transaction costs such that sellers are willing to bring goods to the market. The 

cost minimization problem of consumers can be described as follows: 
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(2) })1(),,min{min( 11 αααα γγ rwrwFYC −−

−=                                               

 

where C is total cost of producing the final good, say Y cups of coffee, αα rw −1  is the 
unit cost of labor and capital in making coffee, where 10 <<α , and γ  is the 

fraction of labor and capital devoted to the production of the final good at the 

extensive margin (in the market) such that γ−1  is the other fraction devoted to the 

intensive margin (at home), 2/10 << γ .8 Professional coffee makers use the 

expertise together with their labor and capital to produce the final product. Equation 

(2) indicates that all the three factors of production: expertise, labor, and capital are 

necessary to make coffee in the market, but only labor and capital are required to 

make coffee at home. People can either produce coffee for themselves, or buy it in the 

market. They just choose the least costly way to have a cup of coffee. 

 

   In equilibrium the cost of making or buying coffee would be the same. Because 

there are three inputs: professional coffee maker’s expertise, labor, and capital, the 

total cost function can be written as NNE rKwLFAC ++= , where w is wage rate, r is 

rental price of capital, and NL , NK  are labor and capital in producing coffee, the 

final output.9 We assume that both labor and capital markets are competitive but the 

market for expertise is not. The first minimization problem inside the curly bracket of 

equation (2) requires that both expertise and labor/capital are necessary in making 

coffee in the market, that is, 

 

(3) YrwFYC ααγ −

==
1                                                 

 

This means that NNE rKwLFACFY ++== , or FrKwLAY NNE /)( ++= . Since 

the unit cost function is assumed to be Cobb-Douglas, an immediate implication of 

this result is that NNN wLrKwL =+− ))(1( α . Combining this with the above 

equations we have  

 

(4) )])(1(/[)( 1 αααγ rwwLAY NE
−−+=                                      

 

                                                 
8 The expertise of professional coffee makers could be their knowledge concerning coffee, their skills 
in making coffee, or any other know-how which ordinary people could not easily obtain. Because café 
needs both experts and ordinary workers, the fraction of labor/capital making coffee at home should not 
be less than one half. Otherwise no one will go to the café because the coffee is too expensive there. 
9 As will be shown later, the expertise is in turn produced by both labor and capital, and the aggregate 
production function will be a weighted average of the outputs produced by people at home and those in 
the market, with the weights being the fractions of labor and capital allocated to these two kinds of 
production. 
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By Shephard’s Lemma, YrwwCLN
αααγ −−=∂∂= )1(/ , YrwrCKN

11/ −−=∂∂= ααγα , 

so ])1/[(/ rwLK NN αα −= . Inserting this into (3) and rearranging terms would have 

 

(5) αα −+= 1' NNNE LKAAY                                               

where )]1(/[]/)1[(' αγαα α
−−=NA . 

 

The solution for the second cost minimization problem outside the curly bracket of 

equation (2) requires that the total cost of making and buying coffee would be the 

same in equilibrium, so we have 

 

(6) YrwYrwF αααα γγ −− −=+ 11 )1()(  

 

The solution to equation (6) is equivalent to that of the following redefined problem: 

 

(7) })21(,min{ 1 ααγ rwFYC −−=  

 

A similar aggregate production function to equation (5) could be derived with only a 

modification of replacing 'NA  by NA , where )]1)(21/[(]/)1[( αγαα α −−−=NA . 

 

In this paper we assume that αβ > . This means that the marginal productivity of 

per capita capital at the extensive margin (acquiring expertise) is greater than that at 

the intensive one (no-expertise efforts), or that the production function of goods made 

in the market has larger marginal product than that made at home. Otherwise there are 

no consumers who would buy goods in the market if their qualities or convenience are 

the same. These two margins are illustrated in Figure 2. Combining XAE µ=  with 

equation (5) gives rise to the following aggregate production function: 

 

(8) ααββµ −− += 11
NNNEE LKALKY                                          

 

   Before the completion of the model, we first explore the relation between the 

aggregate production function and the market equilibrium of final goods. First, when 

there are no transaction costs ( 0=
TC ), FPE = , and this is the standard arbitrage 

equilibrium condition: at the margin, the cost of buying the good is equal to the 
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discounted sum of profits (or monopoly rent) generated by selling this good in the 

market. But when 0→TC , ∞→= T
X CP /µ , so 0/ →= µEAX : no efforts will be 

devoted to using the market. This contradicts the fact that using markets is costly in 

the real world. The second aspect is that when a firm would like to buy goods in the 

market place it must pay the costs involved in using the market. If it does pay the full 

price, that is, prime costs plus transaction costs, then its demand for the good becomes 

Smith’s effectual demand; otherwise, it is an absolute demand.10 Obviously here the 

effectual demand is represented by the full price T
E CP +  such that without paying 

for transaction costs, the firm’s demand would become absolute and it will not be 

realized in the market. The firm must pay not only the prime cost but the transaction 

cost to bring the good to the market. The firm would buy nothing if it only pays for 

the fixed cost. Another implication of equation (6) is that, for any goods to be 

effectively brought to the market, marginal benefits (rent) must exceed marginal costs 

(transaction cost) of doing so, or TCF > . If the benefit fails to be larger than the cost, 

no new goods would be created. In the extreme case that ∞→TC , it is too costly for 

the firm to start a new business, such that there are no new goods to be produced at all. 

Mathematically, 0/ →= T
XE CXPA  as ∞→TC . 

 

   To close this model we need market-clearing conditions for both labor and capital. 

Assume that there is a θ  fraction of people who would like to learn the expertise, 

where 10 << θ , and the remaining θ−1  has two choices: γ  fraction of it would 

choose to work at the extensive margin (in the market), while γ−1  of it would work 

at the intensive margin (at home). For simplicity, we also assume that the proportions 

of capital employed at these two margins are the same as those of labor. Again 

nothing important would be changed if this assumption were relaxed. The labor and 

capital markets clear if LLL NE =+  and KKK NE =+ , where KL,  are the 

aggregate supply of labor and capital, respectively. When all markets clear, equation 

(5) would become 

 

(9) ααββ θθµ −− −+= 11 )1( LKALKY N  

 
ββθµ −1LK  is the fraction of skilled labor/capital devoted to the accumulation of the  

expertise. ααθ −

−
1)1( LKAN  can be decomposed into two parts: ααθγ −

−
1)1( LKAN  and  

ααθγ −

−−
1)1)(1( LKAN . The first part is the fraction of unskilled labor/capital devoted  

to making coffee in the market, and the second part is that devoted to making coffee at  

home. Equation (9) characterizes the aggregate production possibility frontier. It is a  

                                                 
10 For the distinction between effectual demand and absolute demand, see Smith (1776, Bk. I, Ch. VII). 
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weighted average of the production functions at extensive and intensive margins.  

 

All of these results can be illustrated by Figure 3. In a world without transaction  

costs, no market-made goods would be produced because using the market is not 

costless. This implies that 0=EA , and the point B in Figure 3 will shrink to the 

origin immediately. In a world with positive transaction costs there are two situations.  

First, if transaction costs are no less than the rent the firm might earn from its  

production of the new good, that is, if TCF ≤ , then obviously no goods will be  

produced. The point B in Figure 3 will again shrink to the origin. Second, if TCF > ,  

then the new good will be produced, and in equilibrium, 0>=− E
T PCF , a positive  

price which is necessary for EA  to exist. 

 

Transaction costs, therefore, act as thresholds to the introduction of new ideas or 

new goods into the economy. When transaction costs are lower because of better legal 

system, more information, less unnecessary lawsuits, less political conflicts, among 

others, point B in Figure 3 will move rightward to point B’, and the intersection point 

of the two production functions (point A) will move upward along the production 

curve at the extensive margin to another newer extensive margin (to point A’ in 

equilibrium). This is because now the firm would have better expertise due to the 

reduction of transaction costs. This process will go on and on if more transaction costs 

are reduced and therefore better institutions are established. The long-run aggregate 

production possibility frontier will be the upper envelope of the production functions 

at various margins. There is always another better extensive margin out there for 

people to pursue if they can find a better way to get to it. 

 

 

III. Law of Demand without Utility 
 

   In the first chapter of his Principles, Ricardo (1817) made the following statement: 

“Utility then is not the measure of exchangeable value, although it is absolutely 

essential to it…Possessing utility, commodities derive their exchangeable value from 

two sources: from their scarcity, and from the quantity of labor required to obtain 

them.” This is in fact a re-statement of Smith’s view on the distinction between value 

in use and value in exchange, as discussed in Section I. In this Section, based on the 

benchmark model in Section II, we would like to derive the demand curve without 

explicitly using the idea of utility. This does not mean that utility has nothing to do 

with the demand function. We just follow the arguments of Smith and Ricardo to 

assume that people might or might not have utility toward commodities, but the 
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exchangeable value (or price) of them would be measured in costs. In other words, we 

derive demand curve not from utility maximization, but from cost minimization. 

 

   We use Figure 3 to explain how to derive the cost-based demand curve. In the 

upper part of this Figure there are three production functions: P1, P2, and P3. Since 

cost function is defined as the inverse of production function, of which the marginal 

products of various factors of production (expertise, labor, and capital) are assumed to 

be decreasing, marginal cost curves are therefore increasing and are defined as supply 

curves, as illustrated by S1, S2, and S3 in the lower part of the Figure. The production 

function P1 represents the technology a person would have if he/she decides to make 

coffee at home. Because in general there is no special expertise required to do this, 

his/her marginal productivity is assumed to be lower than that of those people who 

make coffee and sell it in the market. The coffee maker in the market is therefore 

assumed to have a steeper production function as shown by P2. The curve S1 is the 

corresponding marginal cost curve, as well as the supply curve, to the production 

function P1. S1 is above the curve S2, which corresponds to the production function 

P2, because lower marginal productivity implies higher marginal cost.  

 

Coasian transaction costs can be represented by the vertical distance between the 

supply curves S1 and S2, as indicated by CT1 in Figure 3, and this is why there are 

horizontal intercepts in the upper part of this Figure (B and B’ not at the origin). The 

length of these intercepts is another way to measure transaction costs. When there are 

no transaction costs, there are no intercepts. For example, the length of the intercept 

between the origin and point B is measured by EE AP  which in equilibrium is equal 

to E
T ACF )( − , so if transaction costs could be reduced the horizontal intercept 

would be lengthened to, say, point B’. This in turn implies that there is a technological 

progress or an institutional improvement such that the coffee maker in the market 

would have a better production function as represented by the curve P3 and a 

corresponding lower marginal cost curve indicated by the curve S3. Either higher 

marginal productivity or lower marginal cost means that the coffee maker could bring 

more and better coffee to the market, or that the supply curve would shift to the right 

from S2 to S3. 

 

   Now we are ready to show how the cost-based demand curve could be derived. In 

the original Smithian make-or-buy decision, the equilibrium would be reached at the 

intersection of the curves P1 and P2, or at point A in Figure 3. This determines the 

equilibrium quantity of expertise and the price of it is determined by the intersection 

of this quantity and the supply curve S1 because price is equal to full cost (prime cost 
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plus transaction cost) in equilibrium and the S’s curves consist of full costs. When 

transaction costs are reduced, the production function shifts from P2 to P3, and the 

corresponding supply curves shifts from S2 to S3. Again, the equilibrium quantity as 

determined in the upper part of Figure 3 would help determine the equilibrium price 

of the new expertise. As mentioned by Friedman (1976), demand curves could be 

identified by the shifts of supply curves, so if we trace out the intersections of 

equilibrium quantities of the expertise and the corresponding supply curves, then we 

have a negatively sloped demand curve by joining these intersections, as indicated by 

the curve D in the lower part of Figure 3. Nowhere the idea of utility is needed in the 

derivation of the demand curve except that there is a prerequisite that there are people 

who want to drink coffee. 

 

 

IV. Concluding Remarks 
 
   Smith opposed utility in the Wealth of Nations because it is not utility (or value in 

use) but cost which is the relevant measure of price (or value in exchange). Ricardo 

shared the same idea with Smith. This Smith-Ricardo classical doctrine was entirely 

reversed in the 1870s because of the marginal utility revolution pioneered by Jevons, 

Menger, and Walras. But, after all, utility is a nonexistent entity, so we cannot use it to 

measure other existent entities. The measuring rod of value, especially the value in 

exchange, should be an existent entity, not just an imaginary concept such as utility.11 

In this sense the present paper is following the Smith-Ricardo-Coase tradition that it is 

cost, not utility, which is the proper measure of price, and this cost must consist of 

both prime cost and transaction cost. Without transaction cost there would be no 

market, and therefore there would be no price. 

 

   In this paper we use a simple model with Coasian transaction cost to derive the 

cost-based demand function without explicitly using the concept of utility. A decline 

of transaction cost due to technological progress, improved institution, among others, 

might reduce the expenditure cost of consumers, and they will certainly demand more 

goods. Given the utility (or pleasure) people might get from consuming goods, the 

law of demand is nothing more than saying that when the expenditure cost is lower, 

the goods demanded will be higher.12 We do not need to know what the magnitude of 

                                                 
11 Smith opposed utility even in the moral sense. In the Theory of Moral Sentiments Smith criticized 
his best friend David Hume for basing moral judgments mainly on utility (1759, Pt. IV, Ch. I). But in 
this criticism, utility was rejected not because it is nonexistent, but because it is sympathy (as well as 
the impartial spectator), not utility, which is the main source of our moral sentiments.  
12 This is consistent with Coase’s claim that “Why a man will take a risk of being killed in order to 
obtain a sandwich is hidden from us even though we know that, if the risk is increased sufficiently, he 
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pleasure the consumer would have, or what the marginal utility would be. Actually we 

know almost nothing about these. This is the law of demand we have ever been taught 

since the time of Smith and Ricardo. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                            
will forego seeking that pleasure.” (1988, p. 5) 
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Figure 1: The Market with and without Transaction costs 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: The Extensive and Intensive Margins 
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Figure 3: Transaction Cost and the Demand Curve 


